CITY OF ROSEVILLE
AEW PROJECT #0100-0508

ADDENDUM 2
SEPTEMBER 16, 2022

DOCUMENT 00 91 00
ADDENDA
ADDENDUM NUMBER 2
DATE: September 16, 2022
PROJECT: City of Roseville City Hall Refurbishment
PROJECT NUMBER: 0100-0508
OWNER: City of Roseville
ARCHITECT/ENGINEER: Anderson, Eckstein & Westrick, Inc.
TO: Prospective Bidders
This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the
Bidding Documents dated 8/12/2022, with amendments and additions noted
below.
This Addendum consists of (7) total pages and (10) drawing sheets.
The following changes to and/or clarifications of the Contract Documents will be
incorporated in said Contract Documents and such changes shall be allowed for
in the price bid by the Contractor, such that the price indicated in the Proposal
shall represent the conditions as set forth in the original Contract Documents as
modified by this Addendum.
Acknowledgment of receipt of this Addendum and the Bidder’s Acceptance of
these revised conditions prior to submittal of the bid shall be indicated by adding
the Addendum number in the space provided in the Bid Form. Failure to do so
may disqualify the Bidder.
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A. BIDDER QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES:
Q: What are the projects work hours?
A: Standard hours as 7:00am to 4:30pm. Argument can be made to work
off hours if required.
Q: Is this a prevailing wage job?
A: No.
Q: Where can the dumpster be located?
A: As shown below.

Q: Will the work be phased?
A: Yes, phasing plan shown on sheet A011. The City will be responsible for
move all furniture and equipment.
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Q: What’s happening with the blinds?
A: The blinds will remain as is.
Q: What kind of dust protection will be required?
A: Dust and protect, floor to ceiling will be required between phases.
Q: Can sub-contractors bid on this job?
A: Only full bids that include the entire scope of work will be accepted.
Q: What type of wall covering?
A: Commercial grade vinyl WC, color and pattern TBD.
Q: Are the light fixtures to be re-used?
A: Yes, the existing light fixtures are to be reused.
Q: Page A610- Room 128 is not on the “Proposed Partial First Floor
Plan.” Does this room exist?
A: There is no Room #128, Room Finish Schedule has been updated.
Q: Page A610- Plan notes are confusing. Mentions ”abuse resistant
gypsum board.”
A: Note has been deleted.
Q: Page A610- What is the size of the wood base in rooms 124 and 125? Is
that wood stained or painted?
A: The wood base in those rooms is existing to remain, any patch base is
to match existing.
Q: Will there be any crown molding installed anywhere?
A: Yes, on wall adjacent to walls with molding. To match existing
Q: Are the ceilings getting painted in Rooms 126 and 127?
A: Yes.
Q: In open office area 105 (and other areas) plan note A calls out for grid
to be removed. But in other offices like 104, 106 and so on, it does not call
out for grid to be removed.
A: All grid and tile are to be removed and replaced.
Q: Are the existing walls built to the grid? If so and the grid is all to be
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removed, will the new grid go over existing walls or will it be lowered?
A: The existing walls are above the grid and the new grid will be at that
same height as the existing grid.
Q: Pg A-101 shows a wall type A sketch and points out that it is built to the
bottom of the structure. The wall tag A description calls out for wall to go
tight to the grid with wood trim. Which is it?
A: The wall types are updated, see Sheet A101.
Q: Room 126 and 127 shows new drywall ceiling, both on ceiling plan and
room finish schedule. Page A-111 calls out new. In areas that have existing
drywall ceilings, it points out that the existing ceiling remains. Is this true for
the bathroom areas?
A: Existing ceiling to remain and be painted.
Q: What is the solid surface material for this project? Which group should
be quoted? Specifications only show Wilsonart/ Corian with no group.
A: Assume mid-grade Group (Corian Group 5)or equal. Color TBD
Q: Are there window sills on this project? What is the material? What is the
detail?
A: The only work to the window sills are where the new door openings are.
Any work to the existing marble like material will need to match.
Q: Is the customer side of the millwork build-out P-lam and the service side
drywall?
A: Correct
Q: Look at detail 6,7/A511, the detail calls out p-lam on the knee wall.
8,10/a511 calls out painted drywall on both sides Which is correct? Does
the architect want a millwork knee wall built?
A: See updated details #6, #7, #8 and #10 on Sheet A511.
Q: Drawing A031 states Shaw Contract or Tandus, please provide a model
and style number.
A: Carpet is TBD.
Q: Drawing A031 states Tile from Beaver Tile and Stone, please provide a
Manufacture, model and style number and the size of the tile.
A: Tile is TBD.
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Q: Can you please reissue Drawing A-103, it is very difficult to read what
the electrical requirements are.
A: Yes, see the attached Sheet A103.
Q: Please indicate what circuits are to feed the new electrical outlets.
A: A circuit plan will be issued at a later date.
Q: Please provide location of the electrical panel that for the circuits that
will feed to the new electrical outlets.
A: See Sheet A103 for panel locations, circuit plan is forthcoming.
Q: Drawing A-103 indicates to provide new/relocated Phone/Data. Is it
the responsibility of the electrical contractor to only provide the raceway
and the boxes and it is the responsibility of the owner to provide install and
make the final connections for the Data Lines?
A: Correct.
Q: Drawing A-031 indicates Fire Alarm Protection and alarm system design
built by Fire Suppression Contactor and Electrician. What is the required
scope of work for the Fire Suppression System, the drawings don’t identify
what the required scope of work for the Fire Suppression is. In addition,
please provide the manufacture of the existing fire alarm.
A: Fire protection work will not be required.
Q: Who is responsible for relocation of the existing furniture and
placement of the furniture to meet the new furniture plan.
A: The City will relocate furniture, equipment and personal.
Q: Is the Building Permit Cost being paid for by the owner?
A: Yes
Q: What is the status of the of the Plan Review?
A: The plans are under review by the City.
Q: Drawing A111 Ceiling Plan indicates a New Drywall Soffit; can you
please indicate if the Circles in the new drywall soffit are new recess light
fixtures.
A: Correct.
Q: Are we required to provide and install new emergency lights and if so
what panel and circuits are to be used to feed the emergency lights?
A: That information is TBD.
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Q: Please confirm that the start date will not be until after the election.
A: Construction may not start until after 11/8/22.
Q: Are there any requirements for Temporary Walls or Dust Protection?
A: Plastic sheeting should be used around areas of work. Temp wall
should be put up between work areas and occupied areas.
Q: Please confirm that all work is to be performed during normal working
hours.
A: Standard hours as 7:00am to 4:30pm. Argument can be made to work
off hours if required.
Q: Please provide a specification for the walk off matts.
A: See sheet A031
Q: Will the owner be providing the test for the miscellaneous concrete
work or is this are responsibility.
A: All testing will be the responsibility off the contractor.
Q: Please provide a manufacture and specification for the new aluminum
frame door and windows. I didn’t see a specification.
A: See Sheet A031.
Q: Please provide a manufacture and specification for Window W1- W13. I
didn’t see a specification
A: See Sheet A031.
B. DOCUMENT REVISIONS:
a. Cover Sheet: Updated issue dates
b. Sheet A011: Updated Note #1.
c. Sheet A031: Updated note.
d. Sheet A101: Wall type revision.
e. Sheet A103: Issued for clarity.
f. Sheet A111: Updated “Plan Notes”
g. Sheet A411: Added elevation.
h. Sheet A511: Updated notes.
i. Sheet A610: Updated scale on plan. Updated “Plan Notes”
j. Sheet D100: Updated notes.
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C. SUBSTITUTIONS:
None at this time.
D. ATTACHMENTS:
a. Cover Sheet
b. Sheet A011
c. Sheet A031
d. Sheet A101
e. Sheet A103
f. Sheet A111
g. Sheet A411
h. Sheet A511
i. Sheet A610
j. Sheet D100

End of Addenda
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